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Managing your Business Documents

Stop Searching For Key Deliverables
Forrester Research defines document imaging software as “software for scanning, capturing, indexing, retrieving,
processing and archiving digital images of documents and electronic forms.”
The Image module of the AccellosOne Supply Chain Suite allows you to break the chains of your filing cabinet and
put the power of your system to work instantly retrieving the document or image that you’re looking for.
The system was built using the latest in Microsoft technology, designed for scalability, and tuned for maximum
performance in high volume applications. Image allows you to maximize cost savings by using a single system to
manage and associate your electronic documents irrespective of the enterprise system that underlies them.
Image empowers you to convert paper documents and forms into a searchable, digital format thereby eliminating
the risk of misfiling, or destroying important documents.
Image is simple to deploy and use. But, don’t be fooled – its powerful infrastructure can adapt quickly to any need
that your business has and help keep you competitive in today’s complex market.
Powerful Meta-Data Engine
One of the elements that sets Image apart is its underlying meta-data engine which defines how it associates
documents with nearly any SQL compliant enterprise application in the market today. Take advantage of Image for
both AccellosOne solutions as well as popular applications from Microsoft, Sage, SAP and Infor.
Extensive Retrieval Options
While users will most often retrieve documents and images contextually from within the underlying application,
Image also provides powerful search capabilities to find documents based upon user definable key words and
“entity types.”
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Intuitive User Experience
It’s not enough to be robust – you have to be easy to use. Our innovative user interface is delivered in a browser,
but acts like a familiar Microsoft Office solution that you use every day.
When you’re uploading documents and associating them with records in one of the AccellosOne modules your
experience will be consistent with saving a document in Word, or Outlook or Sharepoint.
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ABOUT ENABLING
Enabling is a recognised leader in the provision and support of business management applications throughout
Australia and New Zealand with more than 1,000 customers across all industry types. They are a highly
experienced consulting service partner with a focus on assisting organisations evolve and implement integrated
relationship management solutions to meet their business and technology needs. Enabling specialise in front
to back office projects that demand focused industry and business knowledge and back it up with years of
experience and comprehensive technology expertise – creating a unified and enhanced capability to deliver
value and success to their customers.

